The Experimental Darkroom

Analog to Digital and Back Again
Experimental

- relating to a scientific experiment or to scientific experiments in general
- made or done in order to see how well something works
- using a new way of doing or thinking about something
Analog

• of or relating to a device or process in which data is represented by physical quantities that change continuously
Digital

- showing the time with numbers instead of hour and minute hands
- of or relating to information that is stored in the form of the numbers 0 and 1
- using or characterized by computer technology
History and Research

- Looking at important images and the history of the technical and aesthetic.
The Darkroom (or not)

- Photograms: Using Light sensitive paper...
The Scanner

- Archiving, Creating, Copying and more: every art room should have AT LEAST one scanner.
Help!!

I lost my 20 Dalton sisters! Help me find them.
Combining

• Mixing scanned photograms with scannograms (art made on the scanner).
• Creating new digital negatives and printing them as cyanotypes and Van Dyke’s.
Using Photoshop

• Adding a touch of Photoshop to help make the real...unreal.